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Abstract The high penetration of renewable energy sys-

tems with fluctuating power generation into the electric

grids affects considerably the electric power quality and

supply reliability. Therefore, energy storage resources are

used to deal with the challenges imposed by power vari-

ability and demand-supply balance. The main focus of this

paper is to investigate the appropriate storage technologies

and the capacity needed for a successful tidal power inte-

gration. Therefore, a simplified sizing method, integrating

an energy management strategy, is proposed. This method

allows the selection of the adequate storage technologies

and determines the required least-cost storage capacity by

considering their technological limits associated with dif-

ferent power dynamics. The optimal solutions given by the

multi-objective evolutionary algorithm are presented and

analyzed.

Keywords Tidal energy, Energy storage system, Optimal

sizing, Selection

1 Introduction

The integration of renewable energies into the electrical

grid is one of the most challenging tasks. In fact, the quality

of the power delivered to the grid becomes very crucial

when the penetration level of renewable energies is very

high [1, 2]. Therefore, the use of energy storage systems

(ESSs) can alleviate potential problems. ESS can provide a

variety of application solutions along the entire electricity

system value chain, from generation support to transmis-

sion and distribution support to end-customer uses [3].

Consequently, different ESS applications have been

defined and analyzed according to their uses and value of

benefits.

For renewable applications, it is common to use ESS for

energy time-shift and capacity firming. The energy time

shift increases the value of energy and so profits are

increased. Indeed, most renewable energy resources pro-

duce a significant portion of electric energy at off-peak

periods which has a low financial value. As a result, ESS

can be charged and used when demand is high and supply

is tight [4, 5]. By contrast, capacity firming allows the use

of intermittent electric supply as a nearly constant source.

Such use may reduce power-related charges and/or offset

the need for equipment. Likewise, for effective renewable

integration, some requirements are identified and classified

in two categories. The first one is the short duration

applications including the reduction of power volatility and

the improvement of power quality. The second one con-

cerns the long duration applications embracing the reduc-

tion of output variability, the transmission congestion
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relief, the back-up for unexpected power generation

shortfalls and the minimization of load violations.

Satisfying all the earlier announced requirements makes

the sizing task very complicated and depending on many

parameters (e.g., resource variability, load fluctuation,

technologies limitations, life time, costs, etc.). In this

context, too many papers in literature deal with the optimal

sizing of energy storage systems especially for renewable

energy applications [6–10]. The ESS sizing problem was

mainly studied either in the time domain [11–13] or in the

frequency domain [14–16]. Moreover, it can be noticed

that the common practice was the use of one or two pres-

elected ESS and then try to find its optimal sizes according

to some defined objectives [17–19].

In contrast, this paper proposes a new approach allowing

the selection of the adequate storage technology and

determines the required least-cost storage capacity by

considering its technological limits associated to different

power dynamics. Therefore, a simplified sizing method,

integrating an energy management strategy, is proposed.

To highlight its effectiveness, the proposed strategy is

applied to a tidal energy system, but it can be employed

with any other renewable energy such as photovoltaic

(PV), wind turbine, etc. This paper is organized as follows.

First, Section 2 recalls the particularities of the tidal energy

and describes the power fluctuation dynamics. Subse-

quently, Section 3 announces the adopted energy man-

agement strategy. The approach to the selection of the

appropriate ESS is defined in Section 4. Section 5 presents

the sizing optimization algorithm. Lastly, Section 6 con-

cludes the paper and provides directions for future

research.

2 Power fluctuation dynamics

In order to model the whole system, multi-physics

approach was adopted including the resource, the marine

turbine, and the ESS. This simulator can evaluate marine

current turbine performances and dynamic loads over dif-

ferent operating conditions. Throughout the paper, we will

use P ¼ ðT0; TPÞ, with 0� T0\TP, to denote the period of

analysis.

The kinetic power harnessed by a marine current turbine

(MCT) can be calculated as:

PMCTðtÞ ¼
1

2
qCpAV

3
tideðtÞ t 2 P ð1Þ

where Vtide is the the current speed in the turbine cross

section; q is the sea water density; Cp is the power coef-

ficient; A represents the swept rotor area.

Equation (1) expresses that the power produced by the

MCT is proportional to the cube of the current speed in the

turbine cross section.For more accuracy, the swell effect,

which is considered as the most disturbing one for the

considered resource model, is added based on Stokes

model. This model is a very classical first-order model used

to predict the swell influence in the sea water column. For a

given swell amplitude H, a period T, a swell length L and

ground sea depth d, the speed potential / can be calculated

for each depth z. The water speed created by the swell

effect can be deduced by a spatial derivation of this

potential [20].

Vswell ¼ grad/

/ ¼ �HL

T

cosh2p
zþ d

L

� �

sinh2p
d

L

� � sin2p
t

T
� x

L

� �
8>>>><
>>>>:

ð2Þ

This speed disturbance, calculated for typical intense swell

specifications, can be added to the predicted tidal current

speed to estimate how the swell can disturb the tidal current

values in the turbine disk.

Thus, the PMCT is highly dependent on the fluctuations

in the marine current speed [21–23]. Two main kinds of

power fluctuations can be identified: on a large time scale

the generated power fluctuates over a period of 6 or 12

hours which is related to tidal astronomical phenomena; on

a small time scale it can fluctuate with a period of a few

seconds to several minutes shown in Fig. 1. Consequently,

these fluctuations affect the power storage system which

can be evaluated by:

PssðtÞ ¼ PMCTðtÞ � PgridðtÞ t 2 P ð3Þ

where Pgrid is the targeted power to be delivered to the grid.

More precisely, Pgrid can be any continuous function in

time and having values in P ¼ ðPmin
grid;P

max
gridÞ. This function

can be chosen to answer to some specific uses. However, in

this work, and for sake of simplicity, this function is

assumed to be constant on P.
From (3), Pss is defined positive during the charging

period and negative during the discharge period. In order to

highlight the different dynamics of the storage power flow,

a fast fourier transform (FFT) is established. Figure 2

shows three scales of dynamics which obviously need

different types of storage system.

3 Energy management strategy based
on a frequency approach

According to the FFT, a hybridization of three types of

storage systems corresponding to the different dynamics of

power flow seems to be the best solution to deliver smooth

power to the grid. In order to determine the part of each
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ESS, an energy management based on frequency approach

is tested [24, 25]. Two low pass filters, defined in (4), are

used to share out the power flow Pss between the 3 ESSs

shown in Fig. 3. ESSl, ESSm, ESSh are devoted to storage

low, medium and high dynamics, respectively.

PESSlðsÞ ¼ gl
2pf1

2pf1 þ s

� �
PssðsÞ

PESSmðsÞ ¼ gm
2pf2

2pf2 þ s

� �
PssðsÞ � PESSlðsÞð Þ

PESShðsÞ ¼ ghðPssðsÞ � PESSlðsÞ � PESSmðsÞÞ

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð4Þ

with g is the ESS efficiency defined by:

gk ¼
1

gESS
PESS � 0

gESS PESS\0

8<
: k 2 fl;m; hg ð5Þ

In this paper, the ESS efficiency is considered equal during

the charge and discharge operations shown in Table 1.

This approach ensures the compatibility between the

frequency components of the power flow and the intrinsic

characteristics of the different sources.

4 Selection of ESSs

Storage system performance characteristics for any

power applications can be described in terms of two

parameters, i.e., specific power and specific energy. Fig-

ure 4 shows different types of ESSs in the energy-power

plane called ‘‘Ragone chart’’ and includes information

about the suitable application time period for each element

[26].

As it can be noticed, batteries are more suitable for

applications with long term variations on the scale of

minutes to several hours, while superconducting magnetic

energy storage systems and ultra-capacitors are more

adapted for applications on the time scale of several

seconds.

Accordingly, the two key criteria to consider when

selecting an energy storage system are the system power

and the energy ratings. Based on the energy management
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strategy, Pmax
ESS the power upper limit that an ESS cannot

exceed when supplying energy and EA
ESS the active energy

required to efficiently smooth the delivered power are

estimated for each ESS. The evolution of the ESS energy is

given by:

EESSðtÞ ¼
Z t

T0

PESSðsÞds t 2 P ð6Þ

Thus, the stored active energy EA
ESS can be expressed by:

EA
ESS ¼ max

t2P
EESSðtÞð Þ �min

t2P
EESSðtÞð Þ ð7Þ

The maximum power of the ESS is defined as:

Pmax
ESS ¼ max

t2P
ð PESSðtÞj jÞ ð8Þ

Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 show an example of power and energy

variations within 24 hours for ESSm within 15 minutes for

ESSm obtained through the energy management strategy. In

order to create a relation between the power flow dynamics

and the different storage system technologies, the notion of

specific frequency [27] is introduced and defined as the

ratio between the power density qPESS and the energy

density qEESS:

Table 1 Technical and economical characteristics of electrical energy storage technologies

Technologies Energy density (J/

L)

Power density

(W/L)

Power capital cost ($/

kW)

Energy capital cost ($/

kWh)

Charge/discharge efficiency

(%)

PHS 2103�5:5103 0:5�1:5 2500�4300 5�100 87

CAES 2103�7103 3�6 400�1000 2�120 70�79

Flywheel 3:6106�18106 20�80 250�350 1000�5000 90�93

Lead{-}acid 36103�1440103 50�80 300�600 200�400 85

Li{-}ion 5:4106�36106 200�500 1200�4000 600�2500 85

NaS 500103�650103 150�300 1000�3000 300�500 85

NiCd 290103�2106 15�150 500�1500 800�1500 85

VRFB 2103�7103 16�33 600�1500 150�1000 75�82

ZnBr 3:6103�90103 30�60 700�2500 150�1000 60�70

Capacitor 360106þ 2�10 200�400 500�1000 75�90

Double-layer

capacitor
360106þ 10�30 100�300 300�2000 95�98

SMES 3:6106�14106 0:2�6:1 200�300 1000�10000 95

Hydrogen fuel cell 2106�3:6106 500�3000 300�1500 2�15 59
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f ½Hz� ¼ qPESS½W=L�
qEESS½J=L�

ð9Þ

Therefore, the different elements of the Ragone chart can be

reported on frequency plane using (9) as shown in Fig. 9.

The storage system specifications, summarized in Table 1,

are based on data collected from [28]. Similarly, the specific

frequency of the installed ESS can be defined as:

fESS ¼
Pmax
ESS

EA
ESS

ð10Þ

5 Sizing optimization

5.1 Problem formulation

In this work, the objective of the sizing optimization

consists in maximizing the energy delivered to the grid

during a period P with a minimum of power fluctuations

and using the least cost solution. It is assumed that over the

period P, PMCT is known by using prediction model based

on the predictability of tidal coefficients. In our study,

PMCT is calculated over one year using a turbulent resource

[29]. Let Preal
grid be the real power delivered to the grid

expressed by:

Preal
gridðtÞ ¼ PMCTðtÞ þ

P
k2D

ak PESSkðtÞ t 2 P ð11Þ

where D ¼ fl;m; hg; akðk 2 DÞ is set equal to one when

ESSk is selected and equal to zero elsewhere. Let also Ereal
grid

denote the real energy delivered to the grid expressed by:

Ereal
gridðtÞ ¼

Z t

T0

Preal
gridðsÞds t 2 P ð12Þ

Let also DPreal
grid be the power variation expressed by:

DPreal
grid ¼ max

t2P
Preal
gridðtÞ �min

t2P
Preal
gridðtÞ ð13Þ

For now on, we use CESSkðk 2 DÞ to design the cost of

ESSk. We assume that CESSk 2 SESSkðk 2 DÞ where SESSk is

the set of costs of the selected solutions for each dynamic

(low, medium and high). In order to estimate the cost of

each storage system, the volume needed for a given

ESSkðk 2 DÞ is expressed by:

Vk ¼ max
ETot
ESSk

qEESSk
;
Pmax
ESSk

qPESSk

 !
ð14Þ

with

ETot
ESSk

¼
EA
ESSk

DODESSk

where DODESSk is the depth of discharge. If the volume is

obtained from the energy ratio, the system cost will be

calculated as:

CESSk ¼ CEc
ESSk

ETot
ESSk

k 2 D ð15Þ

where CEc
ESSk

is the energy capital cost ($/kWh). In the case

where the volume is sized by the power ratio, the cost will

be given by:

CESSk ¼ CPc
ESSk

Pmax
ESSk

ð16Þ

where CPc
ESSk

denotes the power capital cost ($/kW). For

reasons of simplification, only average values of capital

costs, calculated from Table 1, are considered. In order to

be more realistic, it should be noted that operating and

maintenance costs must be considered.

In this study, the sizing variables considered are the

power grid Pgrid and the two cut-off frequencies f1 2 F 1
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and f2 2 F 2 shown in Fig. 10 where F 1 and F 2 denote the

sets of all admissible frequencies.

Now, we are in position to state the problem formula-

tion. By using the notations introduced above, the problem

of sizing optimization aims to solve simultaneously three

sub-problems that are:

OFE ¼ max
Pgrid2P

Ereal
grid Pgrid

� �
ðSP1Þ

OFDP ¼ min
f1 2 F 1

f2 2 F 2

Pgrid 2 P

DPreal
grid f1; f2;Pgrid

� �
ðSP2Þ

and

OFC ¼ min
f1 2 F 1

f2 2 F 2

Pgrid 2 P

CESS f1; f2;Pgrid

� �
ðSP3Þ

with

CESS ¼
X
k2D

akCESSk

The first objective function is OFE aims to maximize the

annual energy delivered to the grid, the second one OFDP

intends to minimize the power fluctuation while the third

function OFC targets the total cost minimization of the

selected storage systems. However, and generally speaking,

the three sub-problems do not possess necessarily a common

solution. Thus, we rather seek to solve the problem of sizing

optimization can be formulated as:

OFG ¼ min
f1 2 F 1

f2 2 F 2

Pgrid 2 P

F Ereal
grid;DP

real
grid;CESS

� �
ð17Þ

where F is a suitable function expressing a global

objective.

Besides, the problem (17) must be solved by respecting

the following constraints:

Preal
gridðtÞ 2 ðPreal

grid;minðtÞ;Preal
grid;maxðtÞÞ t 2 P ð18Þ

where

Preal
grid;minðtÞ ¼ PMCTðtÞ � PssðtÞ � DPreal

grid

Preal
grid;maxðtÞ ¼ PMCTðtÞ � PssðtÞ þ DPreal

grid

(
ð19Þ

with, and by using the third equality of (3):

PssðtÞ ¼
X
k2D

PESSkðtÞ

It should be noted that the optimization problem stated by

(17) is complex and in our knowledge it can not be solved

explicitly. Besides, the number of possibility, depending on

desired sampling accuracy and the technology types, can

become very large. Hence, one must seek for a

suitable strategy that solve the problem by respecting a

balance between the accuracy and the computation time.

5.2 Strategy for solving problem

In this work, the problem is solved by using the multi-

objective optimization based on the non-dominated sorting

Optimization
algorithm

P

f f
MCT
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genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II). Indeed, NSGA-II, in most

problems, is able to find much better spread of solutions

and better convergence near the true Pareto-optimal front

compared to Pareto-archived evolution strategy and

strength-Pareto evolutionary algorithm [30]. The opti-

mization strategy is described by Fig. 11 and is given by

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 NSGA-II

/* It is assumed that technical and economical characteristics of

electrical energy storage technologies are predefined*/

1: Get Vtide

2: Calculate PMCT /* Use (1)*/

3: For i:=1 To N_individuals

Generate (Pgrid
i , f1

i, f2
i)

EndFor

4: Check_Constraint(1) /*The constraints are defined by (20) */

5: Calculate f iESSl; f
i
ESSm

; f iESSh /*Use (4), (6) and (10) */

6: Check_Constraint(2) /*The constraint is given in (21) */

7: Calculate OFE;OFDP;OFC = � Use (17) � =
8: P1= Crossover(P) /*Use a predefined crossover function [30]*/

9: P2= Mutate(P) /*Use a predefined mutate function [30]*/

10: P= New Generation(P,P1,P2) /*Evaluate, group and sort

(P,P1,P2) by dominance and crowding and select N individuals

by elitism [30] */

11: If j B N_iterations Then Goto 4

Else Return(P)

EndIf

The pre-simulation constraints considered in this study

are:

f1 2 F 1 ¼ fmin
1 ; fmax

1

� �
f2 2 F 2 ¼ fmin

2 ; fmax
2

� �
Pgrid 2 P

8<
: ð20Þ

with

0�Pmin
grid\Pmax

grid �Pmax
MCT

The post-simulation constraints are:

fESS 2 fmin
ESS ; f

max
ESS

� �
ð21Þ

5.3 Results and discussion

The non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm NSGA-II

is applied to the optimization process [30]. The numerical

values used for the analysis are given in Table 2.

The best trade-offs are projected in the 3D plane

ðOFE;OFDP;OFCÞ showin in Fig. 12. The best optimal

solution is given for the individual minimizing the three

objective functions. However, as it can be noticed, there is

no absolute minimum solution. Therefore, a compromised

solution can be obtained by giving more importance to two

of the three criteria. In our case, we focused on the total

cost and the power fluctuation shown in Fig. 13. This

choice is justified by the fact that the annual energy does

not change too much according the OFE axis.

Figure 14 shows the energy storage system selected for

the two points shown in Fig. 12. The first solution is

obtained with the hybridization of double layer capacitor

(DLC) and hydrogen fuel cell systems with a total cost of

81 k$ and only 13% of power variation. While the second

solution is based on the combination of the SMES and

hydrogen fuel cell systems with a total cost of 31 k$ and

only 26% of power variation. In both cases, the low

dynamic presented by the frequency fESS1 does not corre-

spond to any storage system, therefore only two storage

Table 2 Numerical values used for analysis and simulation

Constant Value

Cp 0.4

PMCT 1500 kW

N_individuals 50

N_iterations 100

q 1000 kg=m3

fmin
1 5� 10�6 Hz

fmin
2 5� 10�5 Hz

fmax
1 5� 10�5 Hz

fmax
2 5� 10�2 Hz

Pmin
grid

100 kW

Pmax
grid 1 MW

ðPreal
gridÞavg 210 kW

E=1753 MWh
ΔP=26%
C=31 k$

E=1760 MWh
ΔP=13%
C=81 k$
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Fig. 12 Projection of the Optimal Pareto front onto

(OFE;OFDP;OFC) plane
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systems are selected. Thus, the real power delivered to the

grid will be smoothed according to high and medium

dynamics and will present a low dynamic fluctuation

shown in Fig. 15. For better smoothing performances,

other types of storage systems may be used but it will leads

to very expensive solutions. Indeed, a more smoothed

power Preal
grid was expected since we were using a constant

Pgrid value as input for the NSGA-II algorithm. Therefore,

we investigated other solutions from second and third

Pareto-front rank. Figure 16 shows an hybridized solution

where three types of ESS are selected (VRFB, PHS and

SMES). In this particular case, the ESS cost is ten times

higher than the DLC and hydrogen system with practically

no power variation shown in Fig. 17). Thus, despite of its

good performances according to the second objective

function OFDP, the solution is sorted at the second Pareto-

front due to its very high cost.

The obtained results highlights the fact that only the

medium and high dynamic must be considered for the ESS

sizing problem in tidal energy applications. Indeed, the

astronomic nature of the tidal energy resource makes it

predictable for low dynamics. Therefore by filtering the

power generated by the daily moon cycle, swell effect and

turbulence, it is easier to integrate successfully the pro-

duced energy in the grid.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, an optimal sizing strategy for hybridized

energy storage systems were presented. This approach is

based on a simplified frequency energy management

method. Optimal solutions are obtained using a multi-ob-

jective genetic algorithm. However, the procedure is highly

time consuming, especially when using annual tidal speed

data with one second as sampling time. Therefore, some

simplifications were used to reduce computational time by

excluding the estimation of the life span and considering a

limited database of storage systems with average values of

power and energy density related to average values of

power capital and energy capital costs of the ESS. Nev-

ertheless, the obtained results are very interesting and give

a good idea about the optimal solutions to be considered

according to their cost and performances.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the
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